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Scientific Objectives:
1. asymptotic methods for micropolar fluids,
2. optimal control problems for fluids with special properties.
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Research Activity:
The mathematicalmodelof micropolarfluids, introducedin 1966,hasa largedomainof practical
interest:animal blood, liquid cristals, certain polymeric fluids, etc may be representedby this
model.

� In orderto studythebloodmotionwe performedanasymptoticanalysisof a micropolarflow in
a thin, periodicallyconstrictedtube([4], [5]). The unknownsof the nonlinear,coupledsystem
which describesthis motion are approximatedby asymptoticexpansions.The macroscopic
solutionis introduced.By usingthe techniqueof boundarylayer terms,we establishsomeerror
estimatesbetweenthe microscopicsolution and the macroscopicone. The methodof partial
asymptoticdecompositionof domainis appliedin order to simplify the solutionon the part of
the flow domain where it has a regular behaviour.

� In [6] we give a more realistic description,by consideringa structurewith somebranches,
representinga simplified model for the bloodstream.This approachis a generalizationof the
previoustwo papers.Theboundarylayerapproachis morecomplicatedthanin [4], [5] because
of thenecessityof consideringa furtherboundarylayerproblem,formulatedin a neighbourhood
of the junction of the tubes.

� For the samemodelof micropolarfluids we studiedsomeoptimal control problemsin [1], [2],
[3]. A problemof physicalinterestis to control thebloodpressure.Modifying theexterioraction
on the micropolar fluid, we want to obtain a desiredfield of the pressure.For studying the
adjoint system,which, in this casehasnot a classicalform, we proposeda methodbasedon the
construction of several functions. 



� In the theory of micropolar fluids, a special case appears when the microrotation is equal to the
vorticity of the fluid. The aim of [2] is to determine an external field which realises this case. For
solving the optimality system, an iterative algorithm is proposed and its convergence is obtained.

� In [3] we study an optimal control problem associated with the three dimensional flow of a
micropolar fluid. This case is more complicated than the previous ones, since we cannot prove
the existence of a strong solution. To overcome this difficulty, we consider a suitable
formulation of the control problem which allows us to prove the existence of an optimal control
and to derive the necessary conditions of optimality.

� Magnetohydrodynamics is concerned with the interactions of magnetic fields with fluid matter
(liquids and gases). It finds practical use in many areas of engineering and pure science. The last
paper, [7], is concerned with an optimal control problem associated with a nonstationary
magnetohydrodynamic viscous flow.  This motion describes, for instance, the liquid-lithium flow
inside a Tokamak cooling system. The fluid motion across the magnetic fields drives an electric
current in the liquid metal, and the electric current produces the electromagnetic body force
opposing the motion. Thus, stagnant regions or even recirculation regions may appear. When we
formulate an optimal control problem, finding a cost functional which is relevant to the physics
of the flow is a very important step. Since we are interested in obtaining flows without
recirculation regions, we introduce a suitable optimal control problem associated with the
considered magnetohydrodynamic motion. We look for an exterior magnetic field which realises
a magnetohydrodynamic flow without recirculation. 
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